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CONDUCTING RAPID BIOLOGY -BASED ASSESSMENTS 
USING LOCAL ECOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE 

Ian G. BairdI 

ABSτRACT 

Loca1 peop1e Jiving in the Mekong River basin ho1d a 1arge amount of LocaJ EcologicaJ 
Know1，叫ge(LEK). While LEK hぉ inherentvaJue， scientists are民間m加gincreas泊，glyi臨悶凶

泊accessingLEK to advance scientific know1edge， and improve reso世田management.CertainJy 
10caJ peop1e a1so have an interest in using LEK to improve naturaJ resource management. 
However， not everyone who tries to access and app1y LEK makes use of appropriate approaches 
and methods for collecting and ana1ysing LEK. Therefore， efforts need to be made to bo出
deve10p approaches for accessing and anaJysing LEK， and to disseminate information about 
appropriate methods for researchers who may not have extensive experience with LEK.τnere 
are aJso important ethicaJ issues surrounding LEK. Whi1e this paper does not address all of血e
important issues associated with LEK， it does raise some practic叫 me白odo10gicaJpoints白紙

wi11 hopefully be usefu1， especiaJ1y for those with the need to conduct rapid bio10gy-based 
10caJ assessments of natura1 resources. Five methods used in combination紅 epresented as an 
examp1e of the importance of甘iangu1ationin collecting and anaJysing LEK. Whi1e this articJe 
considers LEK main1y within the context of fishers釦 dfisheries in L晶os，the issues discussed 
are certain1y re1evant in other situations， and with regard to other naturaJ reso町'cesin other 
countries as we1J. 
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問 TRODUCTION

People living in the Southeast Asia hold a large amount of Local Ecological Knowledge 
(LEK)2， be it with 児 gardsto terrestrial wild mammals and their habitats (S宮町MEπ，
1999)， forest ecosystems (BAffiO， 2000)， or medicinal plants (ANoERSON， 1993). LEK also 

has m叩 yother applications， be it within the realms of biodiversity conservation or 

community development， and it is increasingly being used in inter and trans-disciplinary 
settings， such as in relation to Participatory Rapid Appraisals (PRAs) and Community-
based Natural Resource Management (CBNRM). For ex創nple，ethno・botanyis a field that 

frequently makes use of both LEK and other scientific methods. While白isarticle uses 

examples from freshwater fish and fisheries in the Mekong River basin in Laos to consider 

methodological points in relation to LEK， the issues discussed here釘 'eof equal relevance 

10ωgraphy Oepartrnent， University of British Co1umbia， Vancouver， B.C.， Canada， ianbaird@shaw.ca;組 d
OlobaJ Assωiation for People and出eEnvironment (OAPE)， P.O. Box 860， Pakse， Lao POR 
20ther commonly used包rmsused for LEK inc1ude Traditiona1 Eco10gicaJ Know1edge (TEK) and Indigenous 
EcologicaJ Know1edge (lEK). Most陀 cent1y，Hugh Raffles (2002) has proposed a new term‘intimate knowledge'， 
and 1 agree with him白紙 thisterm is very appropriate. However， because LEK is better known within the 
literature， 1 have chosen to use it he低
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to people interested in other biological resources， as well部 na伽ralresource management 
組 dcommunity participation more generally. 

It has already been demonstrated that many fishers in the Mekong River basin have 
considerable LEK when it comes to freshwater fish and fisheries (HAOOAN ET AL.， 2006; 
BAIRD & FLAHERTY， 2005; BAIRD， 2003; POULSEN & V ALBO-JOEROENSEN， 2000; BAIRD 
ET AL.， 1999). At the same t出le，scientific information related to fish and fisheries is 
generally still quite linlIted (ROBERTS & WARREN， 1994;阻 LL&I証 L，1994; KOTTELAT 
& WHITTEN， 1996; AHMED ET AL.， 1998; BARAN ET AL.， 2001)， although there have been 
some advancements泊 recentyears. LEK is inherently valuable， especially when used by 
local people for their own naωral reso町'cemanagement pu中oses.Although白isis not血e
subject of白isarticle，抗 isnonetheless critical ωrecognize出atthe local applications of 
LEK， in which local people reta泊 ownershipand control of knowledge and make use of 
it for their own natural resource management pu甲oses，represents an ar・'ea白紙 deserves
C紅 efulconsideration and should not be ignored. The objective of this paper is， thus， not 
to relegate fishers' LEK to being simply a tool for scientists to use. Instead， it should be 
recognised出atconventional scientific knowledge and LEK have equal value， and can 
complement each other in the context of research， management and monitoring.τ'his is 
especially血ec槌 ewhen the ecosystem approach to na佃ralreso町 cem叩 agementis adopted. 
It therefore makes perfect sense for scientists to町yωlearnabout the rich LEK of locals 
in order to advance their own scientific knowledge， as well as to improve the management 
of natural resources. 

Scientists紅'eincreasingly interested in m紘泊guse of LEK， and are more佃 dmore 
recognising the value of LEK泊 itself.But unfortunately， not all of those who collect LEK-
based data make use of appropriate me出odsfor do泊gso.τ11us， the focus of血is紅 ticle
is on the above. Efforts need to be made to develop methods for collect泊gand analysing 
information based on LEK， and disseminate information about appropriate approaches for 
researchers， including those who may not have extensive experience with reg訂dto LEK. 
At血es創netime， developing pぽ凶cipatoryapproaches for involving the owners of LEK 
in resource assessments is ano血er加 portantarea worthy of attention.百出 isparticularly 
important for biologists and other na知ralscientists， as血.eygenerally have not received 
any specific training regarding methods associated wi出 LEK，組d血.eyare geはingmore 
interes旬din LEK. Moreover， LEK is being increasingly used to complement other biological 
assessment tools (see， for example， the m佃 ypapers written by biologists about fishers' 
LEK泊 HAOOANET AL. (2003; 2006). 

Neither social nor na佃ralscientists have all出.eanswers when it comes to assessing 
natural resources， including biological diversity， and considering management questions. 
白1血eone hand， social scientists often lack su伍cientunderstanding about biology and 
ecology related issues (JOHANNES， 1981). Natural scientists， on the other hand， may lack 
knowledge about effective interview泊gmethods and participatory approaches for working 
with local people.百lIsmay result in over-reliance on standardized methods， like structured 
泊terviews.Inexperienced or untrained interviewers may also ask leading (or misleading) 
questions， misinterpret佃 swersdue to血enlIsuse of tools， and make other fundamenta1 
interview泊gmistakes (MILES & HUBEI山 AN，1994; KVALE， 1996). In reality， the skills of 
both social and natural scientists are ne氾ess紅yfor accessing LEK， and for supporting出e
m佃 agementof natural reso町 'cesusing LEK (JOHANNES， 2001; GARCIA-ALWT ET AL.， 

2003). 
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百lisarticle raises some practical methodological issu自由at，it is hoped， will benefit 
researchers with a need to conduct rapid biology-based loca1 assessments using LEK， 
p制 icul紅Iywi血regardto fish and fisheries but also in relation to other biological resources 
as well. In fact，出eissues presented here should be applicable for other types of reso町 'ces
and contexts. Five methods白紙 canbe used in combination are p問 sentedas an e!{ample 
of the importance of triangulation in collecting and analysing data associated with fishers' 
LEK. It is not血atthese are the only appropriate methods for collecting LEK， and f1exibility 
is required， depending on field conditions and research objectives， but血isarticle does 
show how these methods， when used in combination， can compliment each other and lead 
to more rigorous and accurate results. 

SO勘1ETh直PORTANT加1ETHODOLOGICALISSUES 

Researchers wi由加 interestin access泊gLEK， be it from fishers or出eusers of other 
biological resources， should have at least a basic understanding of the habitats， species佃 d
harvesting methods白紙theydiscuss with local people，部血emore researchers know about 
these things，血emore likely白紙白.eywill be able to access and unders旬ndLEK (JOHANNES， 

1981). To illustrate出ispoint，泊laginethat you are an electrica1 engineer with a detailed 
understanding of various technical processes.百lenimagine be泊ginterviewed by someone 
who knows nothing about elec位icalengineering. How would you respond to general 
questions about elec凶calengineering from a person who obviously does not understand 
出efield? You would probably provide simple and non-technical佃 swers.You would 
certai叫ynot offer m佃 ydetails， as you would know白紙 theinterviewer is incapable of 
understanding them. You would probably not even be very concemed with the exact 
technical accuracy of your responses， since you would know that the interviewer does not 
know enough to see any faults in yo町佃swersanyway. It certainly would not be worth 
yo町 t泊施 toput much thought into responses. Indeed， if you decided to provide some 
technical details， the interviewer would be at great risk of either misinterpreting白edetails， 
or incorrectly recording them， since血einterviewer would not really understand the context 
of the information being received. 

One important principle is mutual隠 sp田t.Communities worldwide will tell outrageous 
tales旬 S住血gers，certainly for their own amusement， but also because the ability of白e
‘outsider' to‘catch on' is an index of how well白eywill interact with or fit泊tothe 
community of people being engaged.百leclassic instance is that of the dist泊guished
anthropologist Margaret Mead who interviewed Samoan teenagers about their sexual habits， 
then published everything they told her (MEAD， 1928)， much of it spurious (FREEMAN， 

1983; 1998). Although it is unlikely血atMead deliberately falsified her work， she spent 
too little t加ein出efield， was too unquestioning of her informants， and her fervent belief 
in cultura1 relativism blinded her to血.epr倒lk白atwas played on her. A modem analogy 
would be of組側nestyoung researcher from another coun町，合'eshout of university， 
conducting a short interview with mischievous te泡nagers泊 ashopping mall in order to 
prove a pr，民onceivedhypothesis without any independent check on the accuracy of what 
they said. 

Researchers who interview local fishers face similar cultural obstacles to good 
communication， fur白ercomplicated by translation and泊te中，retationproblems. Should 
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anyone be surprised血atthe data collected regarding LEK is often incomplete and incorrect? 
This is especia11y lik:ely to be the case when loca1 people are not provided with meaningful 
opportunities to p紅 ticipatein assessment processes. However， more often th佃 not，
researchers with inadequate interview methods blame locals for data血atar芭 laterfound 
to be inaccurate， rather出叩 recognisingtheir own deficiencies in collecting and ana1ysing 
出edata. 

It is important for researchers to make those being interviewed aware白紙出eytoo 

have knowledge of local resources. It is often useful to make informants aw紅'eabout the 
interviewers' knowledge during informal discussions， and before beginning structured or 
semi-structured interviews， although出ismay not always be possible or easy for various 
reasons. Early on， it may sometimes be necessaryωpo加tout obviously inaccurate statements 
made by overly eager or un出inkinginterviewees who may be too quick to respond to 

questions， due to their lack of confidence in the abilities of the interviewers， because they 
do not出回k白紙 interviews釘 eimportant， or since出eydo not出加kthat it is p紅ticularly

important to provide accurate responses to queries， or釘'e'testing' or poking fun at出e
interviewer (see MEAD， 1928; FREEMAN， 1983; 1998; and example above).百usmay 

embarrass informants， but if the mistakes are pointed out politely， and紅'erecognised by 
those being interviewed as mistakes once identified， it should make interviewees more 
serious about ensuring that their responses創"ewell considered. It will also help the people 
to respect the researchers and the interview process more. For example， during one group 
interview白紙血eau由orconducted in a village in Khammouane Province， in Centra1 Laos， 
one informant found恥 interviewto be ‘ajoke'， and initially w儲 quickto answer questions 

without considering the accuracy of his answers. He dominated the rest of the group， 
refusing to a110w others to answer before him. Therefore， e汀ors泊 hisanswers had to be 
pointed out to make him take the interview seriously.官lIstechnique has been successfully 

used in Laos by the author a number of other times as well， but using it too much， or泊

an impolite or創TOg佃 tway is unlikely to lead to the desired result. It is genera11y only 
appropriate to do this once or twice at the beginning of some interviews， and only to make 
血epoint白紙血einterviews should be taken seriously， and出at白e泊terviewersare really 

concemed about getting accurate answers. 
官leuse of multiple methods to help verify and va1idate data is ca11ed住iangulation

(MILES & HUBERMAN， 1994; KVALE， 1996)， and is of critical importance for rese紅 ch泊g
LEK in fisheries泊 areassuch as Laos where little is known about biodiversity and the 

leaming curve is potentially steep. 

METHODS FOR TRIANGULATION 

The au出orcommonly makes use of five complementary methods to va1idate overa11 
findings of f記shwaterfish biology 初出eMekong River basin. These methods fa11 into 
both the natura1 and the socia1 sciences， and involve bo血 quantitativeand qua1itative 
methods， as follows. 

1. Review p閃トreviewedand‘gray literature' to determine what has been documented 
and what information is stilllacking. This helps to concentrate effort on poorly documented 
species or紅白s，or questions白紙requiremore investigation. Literature on fish組 dfisheries 
in Laos is often limited， as is the case for many other tropiea1 areas， and other disciplines， 
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but there are usually at least some relevant documents， and出eyshou1d not be ignored. 
2. Use colour photographs of fish thought to occur in the釘 eaof interest or nearby. 

There has been considerable debate in Mekong countries reg釘 d泊g出eusefulness of 
photographs for identifying species or groups of species.官leauthor's experience is血at
fishers， even from remote areas where photos of fish have never b閃 nseen， are often quite 
capable of identifying fish from colour photos. However， there are sometimes problems 
related to changes in the scale and colour of fish， and because photos are two-dis!.ensional， 
and do not reflect the context in which the fishes are obtained or viewed. Moreover， some 
groups of fish釘'emore difficult to identify than others， and locally relevant identifying 
characteristics may not all be shown in photographs. Rare species will be more difficult 
to identify， and it should be recognized that some fishers do not c釘'emuch about the 
smallest species (FREIRE & PAULY， 2003).百leexperience of the investigator is critical in 
helping to provide clues reg釘dingwhat types of eηors釘'elikely to commonly occur， and 
should be high in the minds of investigators. 

3. Use local names in order to indicate if species identified in photos are those that 
the fishers believe they have identified. In Laos， local names often vary from place to 
place， even amongst members of the same ethnic groups. In southem Laos， some fish 
species c叩 haveseven or more local names， while others have only one. Still other names 
are used to refer to many small species (see BERL町， 1992; BAIRD ET AL.， 1999). However， 

these pattems of name use can help to indicate the accuracy of photograph identifications. 
Again， experience is critical in helping to identify what types of e汀ors紅'ecommon and 
should be high in minds of investigators. For example， in Lao language there are only five 
base colours used in local areas: black， white， red， yellow and green (see BROWN， 1984; 
BE紅 IN，1992).百lerefore，it should be of no surprise that a fish described as“green" is 
actually what we would call ‘blue'. Over time， as local names訂 erecorded in the literature， 
and the local use of names becomes better understood， the pool of information will make 
names increasingly useful for identi町ingspecies in particular areas. Local n創nesalso have 
other uses， such as providing hints about the behavioral habits of certain species， and 
linkages between different species叩 dparticular cultural aspects in society. Muct more 
could be added， but to出epurposes of出isarticle， it s閃 msappropria旬 tolimit the discussion. 

4. Use species-specific fish behaviour indicators in interviews for questioning 
interviewees.百lisis another important tool for identifying fish， and especially for learniPg 
more about the behaviours of different species.官lismethod， combined with photographs 
and local names， can help improve the chances of good identifications， but its value is 
conditional on the researcher knowing the species well enough to ask specific questions 
about their behaviours and understand the relev組 ceand accuracy of responses. For example， 

based on a photograph， the author was informed that a particular species of pangasid 
catfish was found in a particular small river in Khammouane， Laos. A local name provided 
raised a doubt as to whether the species was really found in the river， as it had previously 
only been known from the mainstream Mekong River. A number of probing questions 
about the behaviour of the species determined that the fishers had misidentified血ephoto， 
and that血eyactually meant to identify another species. 

5. Coll即 tspecimens to verify fish species identified during interviews. Steps 1-4 help 
researchers to target species of particular interest. Specimen collection is generally done 
either by asking local people to help catch fish， or by researchers collecting fish specimens. 
Specimens訂 egenerally photographed， and some釘 epreserved for fu伽retaxonomic 
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investigation.百uss旬nd釘dscientific research method is important for conimning fish 
identification， but ag泊n，especia11y in places like in the Mekong River basin， where the fish 
fauna is still not well-known (RA町BO百1，1996)， it is not enough in itself for understanding 
the resource， as those who use only spec泊lensdo not have contextua1 information about 
the species， or their behaviour. Furthermore， species records a10ne cannot indicate how 
loca1 people use and m佃agefish. Nor do specimens provide socia1 information related to 
fisheries， or historica1 perspectives important for understanding changes in population 
s加 cturesand loca1 utilisation pa批 ms.

DISCUSSION 

It is critica1 to know loca1 names of biologica1 resources， including fish s戸cies，otherwise 
it will not be possible to eぽectivelydisseminate useful management information to loca1 
people and govemment officia1s， who are often the ones responsible for m佃 agementat the 
end of the day， and who genera11y do not know the Latin names， especia11y for r釘 'eand 
unusua1 species.百lIscertainly does not mean白鉱山.euse of Latin n創nesis not critica1， 
but血eyare rarely sufficient for a11 purposes. Moreover， it can be very useful to master 
bo由scientificand loca1 names泊orderto understand what species loca1 people are providing 
LEK about. M佃ygood reports about biologica1 resources， be it fish， mamma1s or pl佃ts

remain largely unused by loca1 m佃 agers泊 SoutheastAsia， partially due to con白sion
regarding what loca1 names should be applied for species identified泊 technica1reports 
using only Latin names. Some biology jouma1s a1so shy away from publish泊garticles血at

include loca1 names， a practice血atneeds to change. It is a1so equally important to not just 
include loca1 n創nesin articles， without including Latin names. 

Ideally， one would use a11 five methods described泊出isarticle in the order that they 
have been presented， rather出佃justone or two泊 isolation，a1出oughdue to field conditions 
出ismay not a1ways be possible. Moreover， there is no reason why other methods not listed 
here cannot a1so be added when appropriate. Using just one or a few of these methods is 
unlikely to provide rigorous results; used toge由民 however，出eyc釦 supporteach other， 
leading to excellent results. In other words， the whole is greater血朗自esum of血ep制 s.
， Hundreds of interviews with fishers泊 variousp釘tsof Laos and other coun住ies面白e

region have helped indicate to出eau血orwhat fishes loca1s can generally easily identify， 
and whatsp即 ies白可cannot(s田 BAIRDETAL.， 1999). For回 ample:it is virtua11y impossible 
to get reliable identifications， loca1 names and fish behavior information about the smallest 
species of fish， such as loaches泊 白egenera Nemacheilus and Schistura， for which there 
are a large number of species in the Mekong (KOTIELAT， 1998). Therefore白eau出or
rarely spends much time住yingto collect such information during泊缶四iews.All出e
limitations must be recognized， and interview methods should only be used when there is 
a reasonable chance of getting useful information. Otherwise， one is simply collecting 
suspect da肌 andwasting time. One major problem is白紙 manyresearchers are not aw紅e
of the limitations of interviews， or of other methods， and if血eyare aw釘'e，出eymay 
simply‘白rowout the baby with the bathwater'. Ex住'emepositions for or against interview 
methods紅 eequa11y dangerous. A pragmatic approach is what is required. 

When conducting interviews with loca1 people， the au白orprefers to interview between 
three and five fishers at a time.百leuse of small groups helps to ens町 e白紙 thereis‘peer 
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review' am'Ongst出efishers at the time any inf'Ormati'On is pr'Ovided， but it av'Oids pr'Oblems 

related t'O t'O'O many resp'Ondents during large gr'Oup interviews. Creating a g'O'Od atm'Osphere 
is critical s'O that every'One feels c'Omf'Ortable. H'Owever， it is imp'Ortant f'Or the interviewer 
t'O guide small group interviews t'O ensure that 'One pers'On d'Oes n'Ot d'Ominate the gr'Oup. 
Fishers between 40 and 55 years 'Old訂 egenerally血em'Ost appr'Opriate t'O泊terview，at 

least in the La'O c'Ontext， because they have c'Onsiderable experience by白紙 age，yet are still 
active as fishers，血usav'Oiding having t'O test白.em'Ore distant mem'Ories 'Of 'Older fishers 

wh'O have largely st'Opped fishing. H'Owever， there are als'O cases when it is valuable t'O 
interview the 'Oldest pe'Ople ab'Out the distant past. Certainly， identifying the right pe'Ople 
t'O interview is always imp'Ortant with these types 'Of exercises (DAVIS & W AGNER， 2003). 

Unf'Ortunately， the validati'On 'Of data in c'O'Operati'On with l'Ocal fishers is rarely d'One 
and血iss'Ometimes leads t'O出euse 'Of p'O'Or quality data. Data c'Ollected by l'Ocal pe'Ople 
sh'Ould， whenever p'Ossible， be br'Ought back t'O l'Ocal pe'Ople f'Or verificati'On.τbey紅e血e

'Owners 'Of白edata，佃dthey have the right t'O c'Onfmn白紙 itis rec'Orded c'Orrectly. M'Ore 
加 p'Ortantly，出eysh'Ould appr'Ove出euse 'Of the data whenever p'Ossible. F'Or example， 

bef'Ore publish泊gthe b'O'Ok百leFishes 'Of S'Outhem Laos (BAIRD ET AL.， 1999)， the auth'Ors 

br'Ought the data c'Ollec飽dback t'O a gr'Oup 'Of key l'Ocal pe'Ople f'Or verificati'On. In this case， 

the validati'On pr'Ocess w出 imp'Oは佃t，as a number 'Of eπors were f'Ound and c'Orrected 
during the exercise. L'Ocal fishers als'O c'Onfmned that they were happy t'O have their LEK 

included in the b'O'Ok. Al白'Oughfull l'OCal data validati'On may n'Ot always be p'Ossible f'Or 
vari'Ous reas'Ons， including l'Ogistical， funding and timing limitati'Ons， it sh'Ould be d'One as 

'Often as p'Ossible. 
It sh'Ould be emphasised that c'Onducting surveys using the ab'Ove t'O'Ols is 'Only fully 

p'Ossible when 'One has a reas'Onable c'Ommand 'Of the l'Ocal language， and 'Of the l'Ocal 
culture 'Of th'Ose pe'Ople being interviewed. One's ability t'O speak the language 'Of th'Ose 

interviewed is critical f'Or ensuring useful c'Ommunicati'Ons wi出 fishersand users 'Of 'Other 
natural res'Ources， especially in c'Oun釘ieslike La'Os， where l'Ocals never speak Eur'Opean 

languages，泊cludingEnglish and French. 
It is als'O佐ue白紙 LEKis likely t'O be especially valuable 'Outside 'Of addressing narr'Ow 

disciplinary questi'Ons， as加p'Ortantas they may be. In ec'Osystem management， f'Or example， 

it is necess釘Yt'O c'Onsider a br'Oad range 'Of species and habitats， and their interacti'Ons， as 

well as p'Olitical， s'Oci'O-ec'On'Omic and cultural fact'Ors that are 'Of relevance t'O management 
questi'Ons. One 'Of the advantages 'Of LEK is that it transcends b'O血 disciplinesand res'Ources， 

as l'Ocal pe'Ople d'O n'Ot limit their kn'Owledge t'O p紅 ticulardiscipl泊es'Or res'Ources. Instead， 

血eyinc'Orp'Orate whatever kn'Owledge is 'Of practical value， and theref'Ore LEK can c'Ontribute 

insights with'Out the c'Onstraints血atare s'Ometimes evident when it c'Omes t'O p釘ticul紅

disciplines. LEK is never stagnant， and is als'O devel'Oping. LEK 'Often inc'Orp'Ora旬sindigen'Ous 

kn'Owledge血athas been passed d'Own 'Over generati'Ons， but it alm'Ost certainly is based 'On 
practical experiences 'Of users出 well.

Finally， while the f'OCUS 'Of this article has been 'On血euse 'Of t'O'Ols f'Or c'Ollecting and 
assessing LEK by natural scientists， it must be stated that it is always imp'Ortant t'O pr'Ovide 
出e'Owners 'Of LEK with as many 'Opp'Ortu凶ties鎚 p'Ossiblet'O meaning白 llyp紅白ipatein 

pr'Ocesses inv'Olving their LEK.百leactive inv'Olvement 'Of l'Ocal pe'Ople is p紅 ticul釘 ly
imp'Ortant，部 LEKis n'Ot s'Omething白紙canbe easily extracted fr'Om the s'Ocial and cultural 
c'Ontexts 'Of the pe'Ople wh'O 'Own the kn'Owledge.百lereare als'O imp'Ortant ethical reas'Ons 
f'Or enc'Ouraging kn'Owledge 'Owners t'O meaningfully participate in exercises ass'Ociated with 
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LEK and natural reso町 'cesof particular interest and加portanceto local people， for whatever 
reasons. Therefore， LEK is not just a research tool， but叫soa principle of management. 

CONCLUSIONS 

LEK is certainly a valuable resource白athas long been of fundamental importance to 
the everyday lives of local people involved in naωral reso町 'cemanagement. It is， therefore， 
not su甲ris泊gthat natural scientists and other researchers釘 ebecoming increasingly 
interested in access泊gLEK， be it about fish and fisheries or other natural resources. But， 
as outlined in this article， there are many important me出odologicalissues白紙 needto be 
carefully considered when conducting rapid biology-based local assessments using LEK， 
especially in血econtext of non-industralised coun佐ieslike Laos， where rural people continue 
to know a great deal about nature. There are also important ethical questions血atneed to 
be considered， such as血econtext泊 whichLEK is applied and roles血atLEK owners are 
allowed to play in assessment and m佃 agement.

τ'his article is admittedly limited， as it has mainly attempted to address some practical 
issues of particular interest to those involved in the natural sciences， but it should be of 
value for those who are thinking about questions surrounding LEK and natural resource 
m組 agementmore generally. Hopefully出isarticle will help stimulate some thought 
regarding LEK， including how it can complement other methods frequently applied by 
natural scientists. 
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